The Liouville equation is considered for relaxing dusty plasmas consisting initially of equilibrium electrons and ions as well as neutral dust particles. The plasmas relax then due to a collection ofelectrons and ions by dust particles. The free and collected electrons and ions are considered as a common subsystem described by the common whole distribution function. It is shown that this sub-system is described by a complex integral-differential equation with Non-Markovian kinetics. However, modern theoretical investigations of dusty plasmas including their non-stationary behaviour [4] [5] [6] 
sr Q ^(R^,t)= + Q"-(R,^,t).
Obviously, the following relation is valid:
Loe)=,f.re"^(R^,t). It should be noted that the three last terms in equation (7) depend on the whole distribution function fN 6,t) and therefore on the whole set of coordinates pP I pp P pp p 't"i f"2""'f y",'rii'r,r""'y* and mOmenta 'p"i p"2. Q^(R^,t) = ,=R*"ur 1.,, w(x "j'R,)fN(x,t)dxdt,
Conclusion
The theoretical treatment of dusty plasmas relaxing due to a collection of electrons and ions by dust particles shows that the free and collected electrons and ions can be considered as a common sub-system described by the common whole distribution function. It is shown that this sub-system is described by a complex integral-differential equation with Non-Markovian kinetics.
